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Fig. 3. Emission spectrum of [pip] [(Y + 3000 ppm Sm)(bta).] with 100 ppm of
europium added.

Fig. 4. Relative emission intensity at 611 nm from [pip] [(Y + 3000 ppm Sm)(bta).]
plotted as a function of added europium.

[pip] [Nd(Eu)(bta)4]' 100 ppm of europium did not give a signal above
background at 611 nm and the emission spectrum of the mixed complex
was •featureless , from 500 to 700 nm. Provided that cerium is separated, it
may be concluded that neodymium is the only lanthanide which would
interfere with europium determinations in the yttrium +3000 ppm
samarium matrix. If 200 mg of yttrium is used to prepare the complex, then
the neodymium in the sample should be <0.2 mg and the europium content
;;;;:0.01 mg. Thus, while limiting the sample composition, the presence of
neodymium does not prohibit europium determination.

Applications. Some applications to the determination of europium are
summarized in Table 1. In the determinations of trace amounts in the
oxide samples, the metal (gadolinium or terbium in the table) was used as
matrix element. The europium present gives a positive europium(III)
emission at 611 nm in the diketonate complex. If known additions of
europium are made to further samples of the same oxide, the emission
intensity is proportional to the sum of the indigenous and added europium.
A plot of total emission intensity against europium added is rectilinear and
extrapolation back to the latter axis gives the original europium content as
the distance between the intersection on the axis and the origin. This may be
done more objectively by a least-squares treatment from which the standard
deviation of the mean can be obtained by calculation. Three or at most
four individual samples from each 'population' had additions of europium
made to them in these measurements. The errors ranged from 6 to 18% on
the values quoted (Table 1) but could, of course, be reduced by taking more
samples. Alternatively, a calibration curve prepared from europium-free
yttrium or lanthanum could be used provided that the molar quantity of
the chosen matrix element was kept the same as that of the gadolinium or
terbium used to prepare the diketonate complex. Then the europium content
could be read directly from the calibration curve. (Europium-free gadolinium
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